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Rewrite each sentence, correcting the spelling, punctuation, capitalization and

grammar errors.

Example: Both Rachel and Kevin plays Tennis everyday.

Both Rachel and Kevin play tennis every day.

2) If you chern milk it seperate into butters and butter milk.

3) Uncle Tom is going to china next wednesday.

4) The ilands is a home to number of seabirds.

5) Peter completed the project hisself.

6) The birds wear migrating to escap the heat.

7) Kylie bought gummy bears swirl pops and jellybeans from the candy store.

8) Mr Watson is our new principle.

1) Roger eat pancakes with mapel syrup.
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Answer key
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Name :

Rewrite each sentence, correcting the spelling, punctuation, capitalization and

grammar errors.

Example: Both Rachel and Kevin plays Tennis everyday.

Both Rachel and Kevin play tennis every day.

2) If you chern milk it seperate into butters and butter milk.

If you churn milk, it separates into butter and buttermilk.

3) Uncle Tom is going to china next wednesday.

Uncle Tom is going to China next Wednesday.

4) The ilands is a home to number of seabirds.

The islands are home to a number of seabirds.

5) Peter completed the project hisself.

Peter completed the project himself.

6) The birds wear migrating to escap the heat.

The birds were migrating to escape the heat.

7) Kylie bought gummy bears swirl pops and jellybeans from the candy store.

Kylie bought gummy bears, swirl pops, and jellybeans from the candy store.

8) Mr Watson is our new principle.

Mr. Watson is our new principal.

1) Roger eat pancakes with mapel syrup.

Roger eats pancakes with maple syrup.
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